MANAGE YOUR BUSINESS ON THE GO!
AN UNFORGETTABLE REMODELING EXPERIENCE

Together, you and your customers can create beautiful photo renderings of their homes remodeled with the industry’s most comprehensive collection of roofing, siding and windows. A virtual design created with Pictureit makes homeowners feel confident in their remodeling decisions, makes online buying decisions easier and helps shorten the decision cycle.

• Upload your own home photo
• Make online buying decisions easier
• Beautiful rendered images help you shorten the decision cycle
• Instant “seeing is believing” sales pitches can be saved, emailed or shared via social media
STREAMLINE BUSINESS AND GROW PROFITS

Designed exclusively for roofing contractors, AccuLynx is a business management software packed with powerful and easy-to-use features. AccuLynx gives you a direct view into your sales pipeline and tools to help you get contracts signed faster, so you can carry out business effectively and efficiently.

- Track all details, activities, documents and correspondence in one place
- Build estimates and order aerial reports
- Access ABC Supply’s product catalog with your pricing
- Send material orders directly to your local ABC branch

GENERATE FAST, ACCURATE BIDS FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS

EagleView gives construction professionals the measurements and sales tools needed, on- or off-site. Contractors can identify potential leads and develop preliminary estimates using aerial imagery and virtual property inspection tools.

- Explore an interactive 3D model of the property with the ability to pinch, expand, rotate and tab for a closer look
- Add materials and textures to your 3D model to show clients proposed improvements
- Set pricing per square based on your low-end to high-end estimates
- Customize labor costs based on roof difficulty
MANAGE YOUR BUSINESS ON THE GO WITH ABC CONNECT

• Visualize the project
• Create an estimate
• Place an order

Pictureit
Create virtual exterior remodeling renderings of homes using a comprehensive list of exterior products at abcpictureit.com.

AccuLynx
Streamline your business with Acculynx with easy-to-use features designed exclusively for roofing contractors. For more information visit acculynx.com.

EagleView
Combine highly accurate measurements with real-time pricing to create material lists, bill of materials and proposals. Learn more at eaglevieview.com.

To learn more about ABC Connect, speak with your sales representative or visit abcsupply.com/contractor-center/abc-connect.